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Since the 1980s, the U.S. prison privatization has been developing rapid ly, 
the federal, state, municipal governments and the private sector began to 
cooperate again, the private sector is playing an increasingly important role in 
the prison service. The primary power to push the government to prison 
privatization is economic factor, prison privatization advocates believe that 
private sector who run prisons can reduce costs, improve efficiency, and be able 
to provide more specialized services. Prison industry, which has significant 
meaning in the U.S. economy, the development of prison industry affect  many 
industries, also affect the interests of the government officials and private 
enterprises, so the special interest groups to lobby also accelerates the speed of 
prison privatization. Meanwhile, the development of public management theory 
provided the theoretical basis for prison privatization, management of 
liberalization and marketization are the two core concepts of new public 
management theory. 
However, during the practice of American prison privatization, appeared a 
lot of realistic problems, cause a lot of confusion. In fact, the problems existing 
in the private sectors are not less than the public sectors. A lack of experienced 
staff and stable leadership team, a high proportion of staff turnover, excessive 
overtime and inadequate training and other issues are prevalent in the private 
prisons, Reports on the private prison problems, including violence, physical 
and sexual abuse of prisoners, riots, escape and suicide, brought about a 
discussion of whether the private prisons can run efficiently and protect the 
constitutional rights of criminals. In this article I will analyze the problems in 
the process of implementation of prison privatization, as well as the response to 














understanding about the U.S. prison privatization. 
This dissertation has four parts: 
In the first part, it is the basic theoretical analysis of the prison 
privatization in the United States. firstly, it’s about the background of the era of 
the U.S. prison privatization; Secondly, it analyses the legitimacy of prison 
privatization and the impact to the traditional theory of public law.  
The second part, it is about the reference and development of state action 
in the prison privatization. It Mainly expounds the theoretical basis and the 
development of state action, by combination with the related cases, analyzes the 
standard of state action found in the private domain: the joint participation 
theory 、the close nexus theory and the public function theory.  
The third part describes the application of state action in prison 
privatization, through the cases of violated the constitutional rights of prisoners 
in the U.S. private prisons, analysis the application and the legally limitations 
of state action in the private prisons. 
The forth part mainly introduces the other measures of the regulation of 
private prisons, including strengthening the government’s responsibilities, 
mobilizing the initiative of the private subject, enhancing social supervision and  
the participation of the masses, through various efforts to achieve the effective 
regulation of prison privatization. 
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局的资料，到 2000 年底，31 个州和联邦监狱系统中有 87359 名服刑人员关
押在私营监狱，占州服刑人员总数的 6%和联邦服刑人员总数的 8.3%，14
家公司属下有 153 家私人管教机构，拥有床位 119442 张。现在，美国 3/5
的州都有私营监狱，大多数州与私营监狱公司签订了关押服刑人员的合同。
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